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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Every day, public libraries provide technology access and public computing services to millions 
of residents and visitors in their communities. For residents of rural areas, public libraries are 
often the only point of public access to computers and the Internet. Public libraries frequently are 
able to offer higher access speeds than those available to most residential users, making libraries 
an attractive site of public access for e-government services, downloadable media, distance 
education, and e-commerce activities (e.g., online banking, airline transactions).  
 
Providing this public technology access presents both challenges and opportunities for public 
libraries, urban and rural. The 43 states that participated in this questionnaire represent 86 
percent of all states in the U.S. When asked to comment on the status of technology access and 
funding for the public libraries in their state, especially with regard to broadband connections, 
areas of network vulnerability, challenges, unexpected successes, and ways in which external 
agents might be able to improve current conditions, the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies 
(COSLA) responded as follows: 
 
Broadband Connectivity 
Twenty-eight states (65 percent) reported that over 90 percent of their public libraries currently 
have broadband connectivity (defined as a connection that is direct, “always on,” and not a dial-
up connection). All but one reported that more than 50 percent of their public libraries currently 
have broadband connectivity.  
 
How Broadband Connectivity is Achieved  
Public libraries are using a variety of means to obtain the connections to the broadband capacity 
they need, and often use more than one approach. The most common ways that public libraries 
achieve broadband connectivity are through: 

• Local telecommunications companies (79 percent); 
• Local city/county government (65 percent); and 
• Local school districts (63 percent). 

 
Major Broadband Barriers 
Twenty-four states (56 percent) identified high cost as the principal major barrier to broadband 
connectivity. Twenty-one (49 percent) reported that the capacity for connectivity did not exist in 
all parts of their state. Eighteen respondents (42 percent) reported few or no barriers to their 
state’s public library broadband connectivity. Sixteen (37 percent) reported the lack of local 
library staff expertise as a major barrier to implementing or sustaining broadband connectivity. 
Other major barriers reported are slow and unreliable connections.  
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Vulnerably Networked Public Libraries 
The concept of “vulnerably networked” was derived from work completed by Charles R. 
McClure and Joe Ryan as part of the 2006 Public Libraries and the Internet study.113 The 
researchers determined a range of characteristics that identified successfully networked libraries, 
including infrastructure requirements (e.g., telecommunications, computers, and trained staff). 
From that list, this study attempted to understand which public libraries did not meet these 
characteristics, or were at risk of not meeting them. For the purposes of this study “at risk” was 
defined as a public library being unable to offer, in whole or in part, access to electronic services 
via an infrastructure capable of supporting internal or external networked services. Measurable 
criteria with which to more accurately identify vulnerably networked public library in each state 
were collected to create a new Checklist for the Identification of Vulnerably Networked Public 
Libraries (Table 71). 
 
Thirty-four respondents (79 percent) provided an actual estimate of the number of vulnerably 
networked libraries. Twenty-five reported that approximately 27 percent of their public libraries 
were vulnerable, while seven indicated that they did not have any vulnerable libraries.  
 
Challenges Faced by Vulnerably Networked Public Libraries 
When asked to identify the connectivity, IT, economic, political, staff and other challenges that 
may be faced during the next three years by vulnerably networked public libraries in their state, 
respondents most often mentioned: 
 

Connectivity/Telecommunications Challenges: No connection; no availability; lack of local 
public library system/consortia affiliation or partnership; increased broadband demand; 
cost/affordability; expanding connection options; lack of state or local telecommunications 
expertise; lack of dependability and reliability; and wireless.  

 
Information Technology (IT) Challenges: Planning for IT upgrade, replacement and 
maintenance; building renovation (wiring & space); IT filtering, security & management; 
the need for library-dedicated, locally available IT support; the importance of public 
training; and the need for library supported IT solutions. 

 
Economic Challenges: Vulnerable local economies; the need to consolidate previously 
unplanned geographic distribution of libraries; increased demand coupled with 
unpredictable, flat or declining revenue streams; nonexistent or flawed public library 
funding strategies; flawed public library funding structures; lack of external affiliation and 
partnerships; overdependence on external financing of core resources and services; and the 
impact of E-rate.  

 
Political Challenges: Internet safety concerns; the low priority placed on libraries and 
telecommunications; need for partnerships; libraries as a state or local funding 
responsibility; the need for a statewide telecommunications policy and state universal fund 
approach; E-rate: and the need for advocacy. 

                                                 
113 Bertot, John, Charles R. McClure, Paul T. Jaeger and Joe Ryan. “Public Libraries and the Internet 2006: Study 
Results and Findings,” September 2006. http://www.ii.fsu.edu/projectFiles/plinternet/2006/2006_plinternet.pdf  
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Staff Challenges: Staff IT training; insufficient staff, not just a lack of IT staff; unprepared 
staff, not just staff unprepared for IT; lack of leadership; difficulty hiring and retaining IT 
staff; the use of volunteers; and the lack of education among library boards regarding the 
importance of technology access. 

 
Other Challenges: Inability to plan and budget for future technology needs; and uncertainty 
regarding how to measure and show the value of current IT-based services.  

 
“Unexpectedly” Successfully Networked Public Libraries 
Respondents were asked to identify “unexpectedly” successfully networked public libraries in 
their states. For the purposes of this study, an unexpectedly successfully networked public library 
or library system is one with a limited local economic or population base that has maintained 
broadband connectivity, IT, and has developed networked services even though its population 
served, or economic, or political or community circumstances suggested it would be unlikely to 
do so. Chief Officers reported nearly 100 public libraries in rural and/or economically depressed 
areas with “unexpectedly” successful technology access, most notable for their broadband 
connections; IT use and maintenance; and number of services based on IT (wireless being the 
“hot” new service). Important factors contributing to this “unexpected” success included: good 
fundraising skills; strong partnerships with local governments, consortia, and schools; and 
“visionary” leadership. 
 
External Partner Assistance Needed 
When asked to identify the types of assistance that external partners (including the state library, 
ALA, external funders and others) might provide to their state’s vulnerably networked public 
libraries to demonstrably improve (within a 3-5 year timeframe) and sustain their networked 
resources and services, the Chief Officers responded with their three priority recommendations 
for assistance that would have a demonstrable impact: 
 

• Obtain enough broadband to meet public library demand at an affordable price; 
• Provide adequate IT to make efficient/effective use of broadband connection and meet 

users’ needs for other IT-based services; and 
• Provide library networked services of interest to their communities. 

 
Future action to assist with these priorities is critical. The Chief Officers cited the impending 
substantially increased broadband demand, due to factors that include:  
 

1. Transition from text- to graphic-based integrated library systems (ILS); 
2. Increased demand due to “large” throughputs (e.g., downloads of e-books, music, video, 

games, etc.); and 
3. Rising overall public usage. 
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 METHODOLOGY 

 
State Library Agencies have played a critical role in sustaining public libraries, particularly by 
providing development funds for the deployment of new library information technologies and 
services. In recognition of this leadership role, the ALA Office for Research and Statistics 
inaugurated an annual questionnaire of these agencies in 2006-07. Specific areas surveyed were: 
 

• The current status of public libraries’ broadband connectivity; 
 
• Defining the 2007 vulnerably networked public libraries and challenges they will face 

during the next three years: A vulnerably networked public library may not: have a 
broadband connection; be able to raise funds to maintain/replace IT; support access to 
high-graphic databases or downloadable audio; have a library controlled Web site; or 
may offer only limited IT services (e.g., public Internet workstations; online catalog);  

 
• Defining and learning from the 2007 “unexpectedly” successfully networked public 

libraries: This is a public library or system that has maintained broadband connectivity, 
IT, and has developed networked services, despite various factors that suggested it 
would be unlikely to do so; and 

 
• Identifying ways potential external partner assistance can effectively meet the 

challenges faced by vulnerably networked public libraries to demonstrably improve 
technology access and funding. 

 
The questionnaire was administered via an MS Word attachment to an e-mail announcement to 
the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies (COSLA) listserv in December 2006.114 Several 
reminders were posted to the same listserv. Eighty-six percent of states (43) responded as of May 
15, 2007. See Appendix B for the questionnaire. 
 
 

                                                 
114 The study team supplemented the COSLA listserv announcement with in-person and e-mail follow-up. 
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FINDINGS 
Broadband Connectivity 
Figure 67 summarizes the percentage of public libraries that have broadband connectivity.115  
 
Figure 67: What percentage of public libraries in your state have broadband connectivity? 
Percentage States Responding % total responding 

Under 25% 
NR 0%  

N=0 

Between 26% and 50% 
KS116 2% 

N=1 

Between 51% and 75% 
AK, ID, TX, 7%  

N=3 

Between 76% and 90% 
AR, AZ, IL, KY, MA, MI, ND, NE, NM, 
VA 

23%  
N=10 

Over 90% AL, CA, CT, DE, FL, GA, IA, IN, LA, MD, 
MN, MS, MO, NJ, NC, NV, OH, OK, OR, 
PA, RI, SC, TN, UT, WA, WI, WV, WY 

65%  
N=28 

No response to question NY 2% 
N=1 

 
Sixty-five percent (28) responded that over 90 percent of their public libraries currently have 
broadband connections. All but one responded that more than 50 percent of their public libraries 
currently have broadband connections. 
 
Achieving Broadband Connectivity 
Figure 68 summarizes the methods by which public libraries achieve broadband connectivity. 
Respondents were encouraged to check as many of the provided options as applied.  
 
Public libraries use a variety of means to obtain broadband connections, and may use more than 
one means to obtain the needed broadband capacity. The most common methods used by public 
libraries to obtain broadband connectivity are through: 

• Local telecommunications companies (77 percent); 
• Local city/county government (65 percent); and 
• Local school districts (63 percent). 

 
“Other” means identified included local cable and satellite and “entrepreneurial” public and 
regional library systems becoming Internet providers for themselves. 
 
Figure 68: How do public libraries in your state achieve broadband connectivity? 
How achieved:  States Responding % total 

responses 
Directly through a local telecommunications 
company 

AK, AL, AR, AZ, CA, FL, ID, IL, IA, IN, KS, KY, LA, 
MA, MI, MN, MS, MO, ND, NE, NM, NC, NV, OK, OR, 
PA, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA, WI, WV, WY 

79% (34/43) 
N=34 

Through the local school district AK, AL, AR, AZ, FL. ID, IL, IA, IN, KS, MI, MN, MO, 
NM, NB, NC, NV, OK, OR, PA, TX, UT, VA, WA, WI, 
WV, WY 

63% 
N=27 

Through the local city/county government AK, AL, AZ, CA, DE, FL, ID, IL, IA, IN, KS, MA, MI, 
MN, MO, NB, NM, NC, NV, OK, OR, PA, TX, UT, VA, 
WA, WI, WY 

65% 
N=28 

                                                 
115 The questionnaire defined broadband connectivity as a connection that is direct, “always on,” not a dial-up 
connection. 
116 Kansas defined broadband as T-1. 
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Through a regional telecom. network AL, AZ, CA, FL, ID, IL, IA, KS, MI, OR, PA, TN, VA, 
WA, WI 

35% 
N=15 

Through a regional library telecom. 
network 

AL, AZ, CA, FL, IL, MA, MI, MN, NV, OH, OR, PA, WI 30% 
N=13 

Through a state telecom. network 
(education, research, etc.) 

AL, AR, CT, FL, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MN, MO, ND, NE, 
NC, OK, OR, RI, SC, TX, UT, VA, WA, WI, WV, WY 

58% 
N=25 

Though a state telecom. library network DE, GA, MD, MS, NJ, RI, WY 16% 
N=7 

Other (Describe): LA, MA, SC 7% 
N=3 

No response to question NY 2% 
N=2 

 
Major Barriers to Broadband Connectivity 
 
Figure 69 summarizes the major barriers to the achievement of broadband connectivity by public 
libraries. Respondents were encouraged to check as many of the provided options as applied. 
 
Figure 69: What are major barriers to state’s public library broadband connectivity? 
Barrier 
 

States Responding % total 
responses 

Few or no barriers AL, AR, CT, FL, GA, IA, MD, MS, MO, NJ, OH, OK, 
OR, SC, TN, WI, WV, WY 

42% 
N=18 

Capacity for connectivity does not exist in all 
parts of the state 

AK, AZ, CA, DE, ID, IL, KS, KY, LA, MA, MI, MN, 
NE, NM, NV, NY, OR, PA, TX, VA, WA 

49% 
N=21 

Too many telecommunications companies for 
any statewide coordination 
 

ID, IL, NC, NV, NY, TX, VA 16% 
N=7 

Broadband connectivity cost is too high AK, AZ, CA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MI, NE, NJ, 
NM, NC, NV, OR, PA, TX, TN, UT, VA, WA, WI 

56% 
N=24 

State telecommunication policy  AK, CA, ID, KS, MA, NC, NY 16% 
N=7 

No local expertise by library staff at local level AK, CA, IL, KS, KY, LA, MI, ND, NE, NM, OK, OR, 
PA, RI, TX, VA, WA 

40% 
N=17 

Other AZ, OK, WI 7% 
N=3 

 
Twenty-four states(56 percent) identified the high cost of broadband connectivity as the principal 
major barrier.  
 
Twenty-one (49 percent) noted that it is not possible to obtain a broadband connection in all parts 
of the state. For example, some telecommunications providers have refused to provide broadband 
service to some locales, claiming that the cost of upgrading the existing infrastructure and/or 
maintaining the upgraded infrastructure is too high to be profitable. “The return on investment 
for telco’s in rural areas is insufficient to support broadband infrastructure build-out without a 
technology breakthrough or subsidy support.” Another respondent reported that, “Due to their 
geographic location, there are a number of libraries with satellite access. While technically, 
those libraries have “broadband” access; their connections are unreliable and ineffective.” 
 
Eighteen responded (42 percent) that there are few or no barriers to public library broadband 
connectivity in their states. In one state, the Division of the Chief Information Officer has 
developed a consortium of K-12 educational entities and the public libraries, and files for E-Rate 
discounts. All of the state’s public libraries and their branches are connected to a high-speed 
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network with either MetroEthernet fiber connections or DIA fiber between the headquarters and 
the Internet. Either MetroEthernet or T-1 connects branches to the headquarters. 
 
Seventeen (40 percent) noted that the lack of local library expertise is a major barrier. This 
includes the public library’s ability to: 
 

• Assess the library’s telecommunications needs; 
• Identify commercial providers and negotiate favorable rates; 
• Identify public and subsidized opportunities for reduced rate broadband connections 

and complete the application processes (e.g., E-rate or participation in state or regional 
networks);  

• Develop technology plans and apply for available funding such as E-rate; and  
• Develop, maintain and upgrade internal library infrastructure to make maximum use of 

the broadband connection. 
 
Several respondents commented that the issue of lack of expertise was even more basic, 
particularly in public libraries with little or no broadband connections. In these cases, local 
expertise was perceived as the ability to see the need for a broadband connection, and then act to 
motivate stakeholders in the communities to obtain or expand a public library’s broadband 
connections. Expertise also includes the ability to explain the local utility and importance of the 
Internet services that can become possible with a broadband connection, including the provision 
of statewide databases, virtual reference and e-government services.  
 
Several states noted the uneven costs required to obtain the same level of connectivity, due in 
part to lack of competition and “one vendor” communities. For example, “Costs of T-1 access 
for libraries in our state range from a low of $425 per month to a high of $1,125 per month.”  
 
When invited to identify “other” issues impeding access, respondents mentioned the 
reliability/dependability of existing broadband connections, as well as the likelihood of 
substantially increased near-term demand. For these respondents, the issue of 
reliability/dependability included the actual/real consistent speed of a library’s contracted 
connection; often the actual speed delivered was much less than that purchased. Dependability 
referred to the lack of redundant connections. As one state commented, “Each population center 
should have [at least] two paths in & out for reliable telecom. Lack of redundant paths can 
devastate whole regions when outages occur.” A number of respondents pointed out the high 
likelihood of substantially increased broadband demand due to increased graphics, bandwidth-
heavy downloads (e-books, audio, video, games, etc), and rising overall usage. 
 
Vulnerably Networked Public Libraries 
The definition for a “vulnerably networked public library” is a work-in-progress and was initially 
outlined in the research completed by Charles R. McClure and Joe Ryan as part of the 2006 
Public Libraries and the Internet study. Through analysis of trends in prior Internet study data, a 
list of characteristics was developed. These were tested and expanded through a series of focus 
groups. From this, a range of characteristics that identified “successfully networked libraries” 
was developed and, inversely, the concept of potentially “vulnerably networked” libraries was 
derived. 
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The questionnaire developed for this study offered an initial definition from the 2006 research, 
asked for an estimate of the number of vulnerably networked public libraries within their states, 
asked for assistance refining the definition, and invited respondents to describe and discuss the 
specific challenges vulnerably networked public libraries may face during the next three years. 
 
The following definition was provided to the Chief Officers: “A vulnerably networked public 
library is at risk of being unable to offer, in whole or in part: 
 

• Access to electronic services within the library (e.g., offers public access Internet 
capable workstations, an OPAC or ILS); or, 

• Network services external to the library (e.g., offers a library Web site with content 
easily updated and controlled by the local library); or, 

• Infrastructure to support internal or external networked services (e.g., library has 
sufficient broadband connectivity; ability to maintain or replace IT; or, has access to or 
employs locally available, library dedicated, IT staff).” 

 
Although characteristics should be considered on a library-by-library basis, it is important to 
understand that vulnerability may be relative within a range of comparable libraries. 
Realistically, comparability should be considered within a context of library operating revenue 
and expenditures and/or population of community served in relation to similar libraries in the 
state. Further comparison is possible by poverty rates, metropolitan status (somewhat similar to 
population served), or other criteria, but respondents were not asked to consider these during this 
study. 
 
Figure 70 summarizes these estimates of “vulnerable libraries” by state. Thirty-four respondents 
provided estimates of their vulnerably networked libraries, while seven states indicated that they 
did not have any vulnerable libraries. Of the 25 responses for which an estimated percentage was 
provided, an average 27 percent of a state’s public libraries are considered vulnerable.117 
 
Figure 70: Estimate the number of “vulnerably networked public libraries” in your state 
State Number State Number State Number State Number State Number 
AL 0% IL 125/651 (19%) MN NR ND 15/87 (17%) UT 20/70 (29%) 
AK 33% IN 140/238 (59%) MS 0% OH 25/251 (10%) VA NR 
AR 75-80 IA 50-60 MO 70/165 

(42%) 
OK 50% WA 20-30/66 

(30-45%) 
AZ 10% KS NR NE 75/275 

(27%) 
OR 35 (27%) WI 22% 

CA NR118 KY NR NV 6/85 (7%) PA 204/629 (32%) WV 0% 
CT 20/195 

(10%) 
LA 80% NJ 50/460 

(11%) 
RI 20-25/49 (41-

51%) 
WY 0% 

DE NR MD 0% NM 15/79 
(19%) 

SC 0%   

FL 47/515 
(9%) 

MA 370/370 
(100%)119 

NY NR TN 60/301 (20%) NR 9 (21%) 

GA 0% MI 70-90/383 (18-
23%) 

NC NR TX 350/551 (64%)   

ID NR         
                                                 
117 Calculated using the 25 respondents where a percentage of vulnerable libraries in the state could be tallied. 
118 NR indicates no response to the question. 
119 A 2006 Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners study, along with previous work, identifies 63 public 
libraries that are not part of any automated network that may have only a low bandwidth connection. 
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Revised Vulnerably Networked Public Library Definition 
When invited to provide measurable criteria that would better specify and help to more 
accurately identify “vulnerably networked public libraries” in their state, the Chief Officers 
suggested additional measurable criteria that could be used to refine the definition. Figure 71 
summarizes this revised definition, and the additional characteristics in the form of a checklist. In 
the 2006 study, states were asked to provide characteristics of “successfully networked public 
libraries.” In this study, states were asked to provide characteristics of “vulnerable” libraries, and 
those characteristics are purposefully presented as “negative” statements. The revised definition 
and characteristics were not tested in this study. However, if used in the future, it is important to 
keep with the original methodology and retain response meaning – an affirmative (yes) response 
would mean the deficiency in the characteristic was present in the public library being studied. 
 
Figure 71: Checklist for the Identification of Vulnerably Networked Public Libraries 
A vulnerably networked public library does not offer or is at risk of being unable to support certain basic infrastructure, internal 
network services and external network services. The checklist is divided into infrastructure, internal and external service 
categories. A library is vulnerable if the answer is “yes” to the first item in any of the three categories. A library may be vulnerable 
if the answer is “yes” to other items. 
Infrastructure Characteristics Yes/No 
  Broadband Does not have a reliable broadband connection, adequate library IT to 

support the connection, or does not provide adequate broadband access 
based on demand. 

 

  Funding The community economic health is threatened120 or library funding, in 
general, is in jeopardy. 

 

  Local IT budget line item  IT funding is not included as a local budget line item.  
  External IT funding Does not or cannot secure external IT funding (e.g., state, E-rate).  
  High broadband cost Costs to the public library or community to obtain broadband are 

substantially higher than other communities in the state. 
 

  IT replacement Unable to maintain or replace library’s IT based on its IT replacement plan 
(or it does not have IT replacement plan).121  

 

  Hours of operation Hours of operation are below state averages for communities of similar 
size. 

 

  System member Does not belong to a library system that offers (among other benefits) 
interlibrary loan. 

 

  Library staff The number of library staff or staff qualifications (where they exist) is 
below state averages for communities of similar size  

 

  Library dedicated IT support Does not employ or have access to locally available, library dedicated, IT 
staff.122 

 

  Staff training All library staff does not attend at least one externally offered IT training 
session annually. 

 

 Building The library wiring has not been updated in 10 years. Or, the library has no 
IT space that is climate controlled, secure with backup power. 

 

Internal network services Characteristics Yes/No 
  Workstations None or not enough networked public access Internet workstations (with 

basic software and printing capacity). 
 

  ILS Does not offer access to an integrated library system.  
  External library services No local library access to free, external (e.g., state/system) library network 

services (e.g., databases, virtual reference). 
 

  Public training Does not offer regular public training sessions in computer, Internet, 
software or database use. 

 

                                                 
120 E.g., a mining or timber industry town whose mineral or wood has run out. 
121 This would include evidence of lack of IT, inordinate downtime where IT based services were unavailable or 
evidence of old or malfunctioning IT where available. Replacement plan may be part of library IT plan.  
122 Library dedicated means there is specific IT staff knowledgeable about library specific IT applications and issues 
and that staff is available on demand to respond to requests for IT support.  
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External network services Characteristics Yes/No 
  Library Web site Does not offer a local library Web site with dynamic, easily updated and 

locally controlled content. 
 

  Web access to library services Does not offer local library Web site access to (free/low cost) available 
internal or external (e.g., state/system) library services (e.g., databases; 
virtual reference; OPAC). 

 

 
Challenges Faced by Vulnerably Networked Public Libraries 
When asked to identify the connectivity, IT, economic, political, staff and other challenges that 
may be faced during the next three years by the vulnerably networked public libraries in their 
state, the summarized responses were as follows:  
 
Connectivity/Telecommunications Challenges  
1. No connection; no availability: There are still public libraries in most states without 

broadband connections. Most state libraries can readily identify these vulnerably networked 
public libraries. Identified connection challenges included: 
• Geography and weather, making even satellite reception unreliable; 
• Cost: high costs, uneven costs, and local libraries that are unwilling to pay ongoing costs, 

due to the difficulty in obtaining funds for service they are not sure are needed;  
• No available service: ISPs claim it is not economical to provide service in certain areas; 
• No dependable connections: Connections may be slow or uneven; not available at certain 

times of the day or not on certain days; and repairs are slow; and 
• No field level IT support and expertise is available to assist local public libraries that are 

not presently connected to investigate broadband providers and assess alternatives, 
handle negotiations, establish connections, and provide ongoing maintenance. 

 
2. Lack of local public library system/consortia affiliation or partnership: There are still 

independent local public libraries without any affiliation to larger organizations with 
common interest. Specifically, a number of respondents commented that those public 
libraries who aggregate their broadband demand into district, system and consortia 
purchases, or obtain bandwidth as part of local government or school partnerships receive 
better rates and service. Isolated, unaffiliated libraries need to be encouraged to band together 
for this and other purposes. 

 
3. Increased broadband demand: Public libraries in most states have already experienced or 

anticipate rapid growth in broadband demand, driven by new applications with more 
intensive broadband use. Challenging issues include: 
• Whether capacity will be available: Some states have begun a systematic effort to ensure 

future capacity; 
• Whether capacity will be available everywhere: It is likely that the same geographic 

connectivity gaps will persist; 
• Whether capacity will be available at an affordable cost: Respondents report that public 

libraries are currently unable to purchase sufficient bandwidth to meet identified demand; 
and 

• Whether some public libraries are willing to address this issue at all: Of special concern 
are reports regarding public libraries and local funders who are unaware of their existing 
and future broadband needs; unwilling to address existing broadband needs; unwilling to 
plan for future needs; or lack the capacity to do so. 
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4. Cost /Affordability: Respondents report a wide variation in prices for the same level of 
broadband connection within their states or even within regions of their state. (e.g., costs of 
T-1 access for libraries in one state ranges from a low of $425 per month to a high of $1,125 
per month.) Challenges include: 
• Libraries are currently unable to afford existing broadband demand; 
• Flat or declining budgets: One state reported that even when libraries were offered funds 

for a network upgrade, they declined the offer because they could not afford the ongoing 
costs of a higher capacity connection; 

• Variation in special rates: Some libraries receive free connections, but not others;  
• The public and key stakeholders seem unaware of the high value/rate of return that can be 

derived from the public good benefits of library (and school) broadband connectivity; and 
• Broadband costs, already an issue, will move to the top of the list as public demand 

increases, especially because state and local funding remain flat. 
 
5. Expanding connection options: Public libraries in most states presently use a number of ways 

to connect to the Internet. The most common is a connection via a local ISP, school or local 
government. Sometimes the connection is via a state network. Occasionally, the connection 
is free or subsidized, but sometimes the cost for the same level service varies dramatically. 
Increased sharing of strategies, tactics and evidence at state, system, and local public library 
levels may prove useful in expanding connection options. 

 
6. Lack of state or local telecommunications expertise: As with IT expertise, there is a wide 

divide between libraries that have dedicated access to telecommunications expertise and 
those that do not. 

At the state level: State libraries that have the telecommunications capacity to lobby 
executive, legislative and regulatory leaders, as well as commercial ISPs, obtain better 
service for libraries. Exploring the natural affinities and common needs of related 
potential partners at the state level to jointly access broadband takes time and expertise. 
However, many potential partnerships with economic development, small business, 
health, local government agencies cannot be pursued without state library level 
telecommunications expertise. Planning for state or regional library services would 
benefit from a telecommunications assessment. Local libraries cannot participate in or 
take advantage of state library-funded services, such as downloadable media, if local 
libraries do not have the bandwidth to participate or do not know how to connect the state 
service to their local library IT. In turn, State libraries cannot demonstrate the value/use 
of these services if the local libraries are not connected. 
 
At the local public library level: Those with access to telecommunications expertise tend 
to plan better; educate key community decision makers; pay less for telecommunications; 
and are more efficient. Where local library expertise is available, it can be shared with 
local schools, government, library systems and even the state library.  

 
7. Dependability and Reliability: In many cases, there is a substantial difference between a 

contract’s stated connectivity speed and the actual connectivity level experienced. Challenges 
include: 
• Connectivity speeds that vary throughout the day, and by day of the week; 
• Common outages and lack of redundant circuits; and 
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• Lack of an identified champion to monitor or advocate for improved services on behalf of 
all public libraries.  

 
8. Wireless: Library and community (municipal or county) wireless access is widely accepted 

as a current indicator of an exceptionally well-networked public library. Although it makes 
sense for many libraries to participate in wireless efforts led by local governments, schools 
and communities, the diffusion of wireless service availability appears haphazard, rather than 
systematic. 

 
 
Information Technology (IT) Challenges   
1. Planning for IT upgrade, replacement and maintenance: The presence of an IT replacement 

plan, evidence the plan is realistic and an IT line item in local government budget(s) are 
indicators of a successfully networked public library. One state reported that many libraries 
“lack technology plans that progress into the future and focus instead on maintaining 
current levels of service with current technology.” 

 
2. Building renovation (wiring & space): IT infrastructure often requires building alterations 

that are cost-prohibitive and/or impossible for outdated structures to accommodate. 
 
3. IT filtering, security & management: Libraries spend a lot of time trying to figure out how to 

make their IT secure; a lot of money also is spent on filtering software. As LANs and WANs 
become the norm, more time and money managing IT (e.g., computer scheduling, print 
management, etc.) will be required. A useful development is software licensing (and 
management) at the system/consortia rather than the local library level.  

 
4. Library-dedicated, locally available IT support: The difference between library-paid IT staff 

and all other approaches is readily apparent, especially when successfully networked libraries 
consistently note the presence of dedicated locally available IT support. Alternative 
approaches have been used with varying success, including: local government and schools 
providing library IT support; system or consortia support; state library support through 
regional systems; state library-supported statewide IT helpdesks; and state library support 
with outsourced/contracted labor. One state estimates that about 80 percent of its libraries do 
not have technical staff and rely on the state library for assistance. 

 
5. Public training: The lack of public training to motivate the use of available technology and to 

explain how to use such networks services as databases and virtual reference remains a 
barrier to the widespread adoption and use of these technology services. Successfully 
networked libraries consistently offer public training in the use of network services; 
vulnerable public libraries do not. 

 
6. Need for library-supported IT solutions: Some state libraries, using open source software, are 

developing library-tailored solutions to address persistent library IT problems. Current 
examples include state library-initiated programs to develop public library Web sites hosted 
remotely with content managed by local library (e.g., Plinkit Collaborative 
http://www.plinkit.org/; Georgia Public Library Service’s open source-based ILS Evergreen 
http://www.open-ils.org/) 

 

http://www.plinkit.org/�
http://www.open-ils.org/�
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Economic Challenges  
1. Vulnerable local economies: A number of respondents’ comments focused on places with 

undiversified economies: one industry, one commodity (oil, mineral), one agricultural 
product towns. During boom times, libraries in these types of communities may have few 
problems, but they also have no economic savings plan with which to mitigate hardship 
during those times when the local economy goes bust.  

 
2. Consolidating previously unplanned geographic distribution of libraries: Communities with 

more than one library, or adjacent communities with public libraries, may be unable to 
support all of them adequately, resulting in two or more vulnerable libraries, rather than one 
successful library. 

 
3. Increased demand coupled with unpredictable, flat or declining revenue streams: There is a 

severe lack of stable and predictable funding, caused by economic downturns, poor 
management or politics. IT financing requires predictable revenue over several years in order 
to pay off debt; unfortunately, many states reported flat or declining revenues at state library 
and local library levels. Unpredictable funding presents a challenge as IT costs rise and the 
demand for IT services increase. 

 
4. Nonexistent or flawed public library funding strategies: Not every public library board and 

management team has the capacity to develop a public library funding strategy that can 
effectively plan for and manage available funding. This challenge impacts every area of 
library operations, including IT infrastructure and service. 

 
5. Flawed public library funding structures: Many public libraries support general operations on 

revenue derived from flawed or outdated funding mechanisms that may take a long time to 
modify, if even that is possible (e.g., In one state, some libraries operate on 10-year millage 
funding structure that requires anticipating funding needs far into the future; another state 
reports tax caps that have frozen library income). 

 
6. Lack of external affiliation and partnerships: In general, successfully networked libraries are 

members of systems or consortia in active partnerships with local governments and schools. 
Vulnerable public libraries lack these arrangements, and tend to pay more for less, presuming 
they can even obtain access to network resources and services at all. 

 
7. Overdependence on external financing of core resources and services: Vulnerable libraries 

largely depend upon external funding (e.g., E-rate, state technology funding) to support their 
broadband connection and IT infrastructure (e.g., routers, servers, workstations) and some 
IT-based services (e.g., state/consortia databases, virtual reference). Funding for these 
services may be vulnerable.  

 
8. E-rate impact: With the 10th anniversary of the E-rate, it is clear that this source of funding 

has become an essential way in which a public library finances its IT. While successfully 
networked libraries apply for E-rate, vulnerable libraries often do not. Respondents agree the 
E-rate application process is overly cumbersome and requires a fairly accurate prediction of 
future IT, which many libraries find difficult to forecast. Smart public libraries apply as part 
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of a group (system, consortia, state) or make use of an application aggregator, thus 
eliminating the need for staff in smaller libraries to track a cumbersome process and 
paperwork. An obvious place for state library and Department of Education collaboration is 
in facilitating a universal and easy E-rate application process. Help also is needed because 
state IT and network agencies may not themselves understand E-rate requirements and its 
potential impact when state contracts are bid or other “statewide actions” are taken. 

 
 
Political Challenges  
1. Internet safety concerns: Internet safety, pornography, filtering, and copyright infringement 

are all challenging issues, or at least distractions that sap or misdirect library advocates’ 
energy and the votes of political decision makers. 

 
2. Libraries are a low priority: A number of respondents commented that library and 

telecommunication infrastructure issues are a low priority at the state and local levels. 
 
3. Library telecommunications are a low priority: It is difficult to get the attention of key 

stakeholders on various basic telecommunications issues (e.g., the public good of supporting 
a library broadband connectivity right of way for broadband connection access.) 

 
4. Need for partnerships: There is mixed success reported at the state and local levels regarding 

efforts to establish alliances with natural allies (e.g., culture; education; economic 
development; employment; health; tourism), as related to the deployment of IT services. 

 
5. Confusion about funding responsibility: Some respondents are unclear about who is 

responsible for funding public libraries (state, county, municipal). There is much confusion 
and a loss of revenue when one of these units balks at funding. 

 
6. Statewide telecommunications policy & state universal fund approach: Although several 

states reported having “library inclusive” state telecommunications policies and universal 
service funds, in other states these policies and approaches remain either untried or have 
failed. Commercial telecommunications providers remain a strong lobbying force with which 
to contend. 

 
7. E-rate: Efforts to garner state-level support for continued E-rate funding have had mixed 

success. Efforts to coordinate E-rate regulation with state bidding and other state activities 
also have been problematic in some states. 

 
8. Need for advocacy: The need for library advocacy to overcome political challenges remains 

essential. 
 

 
 Staff Challenges  
1. Staff IT training: Library managers may require training in order to communicate library 

needs to IT staff. All staff, even IT personnel, finds it difficult to keep up with new IT and 
their potential impacts on libraries. Further challenges include uncoordinated and poorly 
advertised IT training opportunities within (and across) states. Although distance learning 
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approaches have been attempted in order to reach remote library staff, the effectiveness of 
these learning opportunities has not been consistently evaluated. 

 
2. Insufficient staff, not just a lack of IT staff: Vulnerable public libraries, particularly the 

smaller ones, lack not only IT staff, but enough library staff to meet their various public 
demands. This lack of staff also affects the ability to release staff to attend trainings, as well 
as staff’s ability to provide trainings to the public.  

 
3. Unprepared staff, not just staff unprepared for IT: The need for staff training in many areas 

of librarianship is not limited to IT. Systematic training lasting more than one session is 
particularly difficult to find. Coordinated, well-advertised training remains a challenge, as do 
the difficulties in freeing staff time and paying the costs of transportation and 
accommodation, as needed. 

 
4. Poorly trained staff remains a barrier to the successful introduction of networked services: 

Even where IT is adequate and a networked service is available, this service is under-utilized. 
Untrained staff is a contributing cause; those who do not understand a service’s use cannot 
motivate use, and often do not know themselves how to use the service effectively. 

 
5. Leadership: The qualifications of those who serve as staff, especially in rural libraries, reflect 

the level of available local funding for personnel. Many local people who become rural 
library directors do not have the educational or professional background needed to run a 
public library. 

 
6. Can’t hire, can’t keep: Rural public libraries find it especially difficult to find, hire or retain 

IT staff. High staff turnover remains a negative contributing factor. 
 
7. Volunteers: Although volunteers make significant contributions to successful public libraries, 

fully utilizing these volunteer contributions remains an ongoing challenge. 
 
8. Library Boards: Effective IT innovation cannot occur without Board champions. However, 

effective Board training, like staff training in this area, remains an ongoing challenge. 
 
 
Other Challenges  
1. Inability to plan and budget for future technology needs: Libraries in all states lack the 

capacity to plan for and budget for future technology needs. In addition, libraries often lack 
the motivation to do so, due to unpredictable fluctuation in local revenues.  

 
2. Uncertainty regarding how to measure and show value of current IT-based services: 

Challenges include: understanding how a library measures use of IT-based services; how to 
value usage; how to systematically communicate usage evidence; and how to advocate for 
support. For example, one state reported many of its libraries do not understand how to 
capture usage of their IT resources (both the PAC and electronic resources) to show the value 
of increased funding for such budget items. Libraries are uncomfortable talking about the 
increased utilization of electronic resources and the demands it places upon the organization, 
because they are unable to show the benefit of such services and fear the discussion as the 
use of more traditional library services simultaneously declines. 
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“Unexpectedly” Successfully Networked Public Libraries 
An “unexpectedly” successfully networked public library or library system is one with a limited 
local economic or population base that has maintained broadband connectivity, IT and has 
developed networked services, even though its population served, or economic, or political or 
community circumstances suggest it would be unlikely to do so.  
 
The characteristics that respondents mostly frequently mentioned when asked to described these 
“unexpected” successes are found in Figure 72. 
 
Figure 72: “Unexpectedly” Successfully Networked Public Library Characteristics  
Why unexpectedly successful? Instances mentioned by Chief Officers 
Good IT use & maintenance  26 
Wireless (incl. county Wifi) 17 
Fund raising 16  
Good development of IT-based services (e.g., networked 
bookmobile; Web site; networked ILS) 

14 

Partnerships Local government (8); Consortia (3); School (2); Volunteer (1) 
Leadership 13 
Unusually large broadband connection 9 
IT networking 5 
Good local IT expertise 5 
Offers public training 3 
Staff training 2 
 
External Partner Assistance Needed by Vulnerably Networked Public Libraries  
Respondents were asked to identify the types of assistance that external partners (including the 
state library, ALA, external funders and others) might provide to vulnerably networked public 
libraries to demonstrably improve (within a 3-5 year timeframe) and sustain their networked 
resources and services. From these, the researcher offers three priorities: 
 

• Obtain enough broadband to meet public library demand at an affordable price; 
• Provide adequate IT to make efficient/effective use of broadband connection and meet 

users’ needs for other IT-based services; and 
• Provide library networked services of interest to their communities. 

 
Comments are summarized below, grouped by priority need, in order to facilitate future 

discussion of the challenges and the ways in which specific leveraged assistance by external 
agents could address these challenges. 
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PRIORITY: Obtain enough broadband to meet  
public library demand at an affordable price 

  
Challenges & Recommended Means of Leveraged Assistance 
 

Public libraries and systems use multiple means to obtain broadband connections. Individual 
public libraries and systems may not know about the potential means used to obtain 
connections or how to effectively obtain and manage it. 

 
Assistance Needed: Conduct needed research, collating the results in a manual that identifies all 
of the various ways to obtain a broadband connection, discusses pros and cons, and provides 
step-by-step plans for obtaining and managing each type of connection. Distribute this manual to 
each state library, consortia, system and individual public library. 
 

State libraries may influence or exert control over connection means. Individual State 
Libraries may not know enough about all of the potential means for connectivity or how to 
exercise effective influence or control. 

 
Assistance Needed: Conduct needed research, collating the results in a manual that identifies all 
of the various ways to obtain a broadband connection, discusses pros and cons, with strategies 
and tactics that state libraries might pursue with each connection option. 
 

Potential may exist at the state or federal level for libraries to obtain free or subsidized 
broadband connections (separate from E-rate) through Universal Service Funds or directly 
from commercial ISPs. State libraries may not be aware of these options and how to pursue 
them; a coordinated advocacy campaign may be necessary. 

 
Assistance Needed: Conduct needed research to identify ways in which public libraries have 
obtained free or subsidized connections. Disseminate these successful strategies and tactics, 
along with supporting evidence, to state libraries and/or consortia, systems and individual public 
libraries. A coordinated advocacy campaign, if launched, must identify and collect evidence 
demonstrating “the public good value” of library (and other related organizations) broadband 
connectivity. Evidence must be widely disseminated to encourage acceptance by key 
stakeholders as an underlying assumption for support. 
 

Aggregating demand and spreading costs among participants appears to be a more efficient 
and effective strategy. 

 
Assistance Needed: Identify ways to encourage public library membership in aggregations (such 
as consortia and systems) for the purpose of obtaining better or more affordable broadband 
connections. 
 

Telecommunications expertise may be missing to help negotiate and obtain connections; take 
advantage of opportunities; and resolve connection issues. 

 
Assistance Needed: State libraries, consortia, systems and public libraries with direct access to 
dedicated telecommunications expertise are demonstrably better off than those without. 
However, like broadband connections, perhaps libraries must experience the benefit of such 
expertise before being willing to pay for it. If so, explore ways in which such expertise can be 
shared. 
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PRIORITY: Provide adequate IT to make efficient/ 
effective use of broadband connection and meet  

users’ needs for other IT-based services. 
 
Challenges & Recommended Means of Leveraged Assistance 
 

Public libraries need adequate IT to take advantage of new applications and software, meet 
user demands, and to continue to play a role in education for 21st century citizenry. 

 
Assistance Needed: Inventory existing public library IT needs. Develop and adopt minimum 
standards for use as leverage to obtain funding. Actively seek IT funding from external sources. 
 

There are definite IT innovations that all libraries and communities should have (e.g., 
workstations; Internet connection; broadband; library Web site with local content control and 
updates; wireless.) 

 
Assistance Needed: Create a common mantra: “Not every library has this IT, and it should.” 
Help public libraries understand the need for IT and motivate its use; it is not enough merely to 
have the technology. 
 

Public libraries need to develop realistic funding plans for replacing existing IT and 
obtaining new IT (e.g., wireless) as needed. These plans should include local participation. 

 
Assistance Needed: Encourage external funders of public library IT to include “match” 
requirements for: (a) specific local buy-in; (b) a local IT budget line item; (c) IT plan including 
IT replacement; (d) proof of IT replacement plan; and (e) E-rate participation. In addition, 
encourage external funders to consider requiring: 1) system/consortia membership (if available 
and if membership benefits include: reduced broadband costs; library dedicated IT and 
telecommunications expertise; and shared ILS including interlibrary loan); and 2) the 
establishment by local libraries (via Friends or other legal entity) of a local endowment fund to 
sustain future IT purchases. 
 

Clarify whether states, like local governments, bear responsibility for sustained local public 
library IT funding. Clarify whether states bear responsibility to sustain public library IT when 
local economies fail. 

 
Assistance Needed: If so, find ways that external and private funding can be used as leverage to 
prod state government through their state libraries to: (a) fund library IT where they do not 
currently do so; (b) fund vulnerably networked public libraries; and (c) encourage local planning 
and local savings (endowments) to enable public libraries to continue to meet IT (and other 
demands) throughout cyclical downturns in local economies. Conduct additional research to 
identify other ways to protect public library IT investment during cyclical local economic 
downturns. 
 

State libraries and public libraries benefit from dedicated library IT expertise to identify and 
capitalize on opportunities, plan, select and maintain IT, and in other related areas. 
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Assistance Needed: Encourage external agents to consider requiring libraries and library 
systems serving populations of a certain size to have IT personnel. Encourage external agents to 
consider requirements for IT expertise or stimulate IT service availability. Since little research 
has been done on the effectiveness (strengths, weaknesses) of the external provision of IT 
expertise (e.g., system level support; outsourcing; state help desks; school or local government 
IT support), explore whether standards could be devised, if helpful, (X contact hours per Y), and 
identify the roles, responsibilities, and tactics that would improve service delivery. 
 

Public libraries may benefit from aggregating IT purchases. 
 
Assistance Needed: Seek targeted external funding to stimulate the creation or improvement of 
group library IT (e.g., hardware, software, services, etc) purchase organizations (e.g., state, 
consortia, system, etc.). Conduct additional research to identify effective ways to stimulate 
improvements in this area.  
 

PRIORITY: Provide library networked services  
of interest to their communities. 

 
Challenges & Recommended Means of Leveraged Assistance: 
 

A basic networked library service package in 2007 might include: networked library 
workstations with broadband Internet access; ILS (with interlibrary loan); access to a basic 
digital collection (e-books, videos, games, databases, newspapers, reference); and a library 
Web site (locally controlled content and updates), with organized, access to safe, local and 
remote network collections, services and e-government. 

 
Assistance Needed: The development and external support of a basic networked library service 
package standard (perhaps adjusted biennially) might increase the likelihood that most public 
libraries might achieve, and obtain local support to achieve, the provision of such services. Many 
of these services can be produced and provided remotely. External funding might improve the 
quality of these services and might subsidize local availability. External support that would make 
a basic networked library service package available to vulnerable local libraries should be 
considered. 
 

Lack of remote access to library services via a library Web site is a barrier to technology use 
in rural (and other) areas. 

 
Assistance Needed: Advocate for external support and encouragement for remotely accessed 
library services. 
 

Databases and digital collections available from school or library should be available from 
school and library, and at home or office. 

 
Assistance Needed: Action is needed by external agents to encourage state library, consortia, 
systems and education departments to agree that database contracts should be mutually 
accessible. At the local school library level, grassroots support for these agreements that may 
exist among librarians, teachers, and parents must be extended to include principals, 
superintendents and boards (who may need to be educated about the importance of this issue).  
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Staff and public training opportunities, two hallmarks of successfully networked public 
libraries, must be supported. Staff must have the IT training adequate to do their jobs; and 
public libraries should offer public IT training. 

 
Assistance Needed: External agents can work to make the provision of staff and public training 
a requirement. Presentation scripts and aids (including videos), capable of local customization, 
should be created as a useful training tool to help establish a quality standard for training.  
External agents can assist in establishing a context for the need for staff and public training by 
asking and answering the following questions: Why do these services matter? Why should I use 
them? How can I use these services to improve my life? What is the role of the information 
professional in assisting others to use networked services? 
 
Absence of high-quality, independent-use, library networked services. There are few library-
specific networked services. The few services identified with libraries that exist (e.g., databases; 
virtual reference) are cumbersome to use (requiring local library staff intervention which may 
not be available), and may be of low quality (e.g., search engines used by databases and ILS) 
when compared to commercial alternatives (e.g., Google). 
 
Assistance Needed: If possible, stimulate or redirect the library marketplace and aid library 
vendors with the production of more, higher quality, library specific products 


